
Assessments

Write introduction for experiment conducted in Week 1 seminar•
Will go through readings in Week 2 seminar•

AT1 Lab Report Introduction (15%), due 2pm 30 March 2017

Use comments from Introduction to improve it!•
Will go through Results and Discussion in Week 6 seminar•

AT2 Complete Lab Report (25%), due 2pm 4 May 2017

Week 1 –Week 10; have 2 weeks to complete each quiz•
Only your FOUR HIGHEST quiz marks count towards grade•

AT3 Quizzes (10%)

Exam period: Mon 5th – Fri 16th June•
2 hours; 80 multiple choice questions•

AT4 Exam (50%)

Information Processing Approach

Lecture One
Friday, 10 March 2017 12:59 PM
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Object Recognition
Two types -

Image on retina is ambiguous – doesn’t tell us which set of shapes is correct•
How does perceptual system “decide” that there are overlapping rectangles?•
Likelihood Principle: perceive object that is most likely to have caused the pattern•
We infer that image is overlapping rectangles due to our past experiences•
Bottom-up and top-down processes occurring together•

Helmholtz's Unconscious Inference

Top-down processing affects more than just object recognition•
Our expectations affect many of our cognitive processes, including auditory processing: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ySwnUqzvx78&spfreload=10

•

Not Just Object Recognition

Object recognition begins with detection of simple features•
Separate mechanisms put the features together•
Similar process for word recognition•

Object and Word Recognition

NOT the same process for recognition of faces•
Facial recognition not made up from features or components•
Distinctive from object and word recognition•
Prosopagnosia: inability to recognise features, but no impact on object and word recognition•
Strong dependence on orientation•

Facial Recognition
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Further study
Change blindness can also be used to explore those aspects of perception that are not accessible to 
conscious awareness. For example, the eyes of an observer can track an object and respond to changes 
in its position, even when these changes are undetected at a conscious level. Recent studies suggest 
that observers may do better than chance at guessing the existence of changes that they do not 
consciously see. In addition, some observers are able to sense changes before they can see them, which 
may partly explain the common belief in a sixth sense. Further research of this kind is likely to provide 
new insights into the nature of perception, and perhaps even the nature of consciousness.

What is the study?

Failure to notice an object directly in front of you (e.g., sauce in the fridge)•
inattentional blindness

Attention has a limited capacity•
If you focus on one thing (e.g., cards), then you have less attention to other things (e.g., changes 
to people’s appearance)

•

Failure of the change or object to capture your attention•

Change blindness = failure to notice a change

Drivers talking on mobiles (handheld and hands-free) are less likely to become aware of changing 
stimuli

•

People walk more poorly and less safely when using their mobiles•
Eyewitnesses to crimes may fail to notice important details, such as the features of the suspect•

So why do cognitive psychologists care about whether people notice objects and changes in our 
environments?

Next week:

Structure•
Important parts of readings•
Aim•
Hypothesis•

Go through the intro of the report

Seminar One
Friday, 10 March 2017 11:53 AM
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